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No.26 AFRP ロッドを埋設した RC 部材の耐衝撃性に関する実験的研究 
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No.26 Experimental study on impact resistance of RC members 

strengthened with near surface mounted AFRP rods 
HIROSHI MIKAMI*1 NORIMITSU KISHI*2 MANABU FUJITA*3 MASASHI SATO*4 

 
 In order to investigate the impact resistance of RC beams and slabs strengthened with near surface mounted AFRP 
rods, falling weight impact test was conducted.  Here, two impact loading methods (iterative and single) were applied 
by using 300 kg steel weight.  The total 12 RC beams and 9 RC slabs were used for these experiments, in which 
tensile rigidity of AFRP rod is varied.  The results obtained from this study are as follows : 1) impact resistance of 
RC members can be upgraded by strengthening with near surface mounted AFRP rods ; 2) dynamic capacity ratio of 
strengthened RC beam with reference to non-strengthened one is almost same with its static capacity ratio ; 3) 
dynamic capacity ratio of the RC slab is affected to the impact loading method, and strengthening effects in case of 
single loading are more remarkable than those in case of iterative one ; 4) the effects are comparable to those in case 
increasing in slab thickness from 15 to 23 cm. 
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No.27 An Evaluation for Fatigue Durability of Damaged Concrete Slab Strengthened 

by Cross Textile Aramid Sheet 
HIROSHI MIKAMI*1 TOMIO TAMURA*2 ATSUSHI SUMIDA*3 
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 It has already clarified that the fatigue durability of damaged RC slab stiffened by pasting with fiber sheet can 
effectively by improved.  In this paper, several fatigue tests under wheel running machine carried out to verify effects 
of repair for damaged slab strengthened by cross textile aramid sheet.  From some testable results, it is confirmed that  
decreace of 30-45% amount is immediately brought by strengthening work in erastic deflection corresponded to 
magnitude of the standard load in Japanese Code,  and also the increasable rate of this deflection per one running 
cycle of wheel load is recovered to magnitude of about 30-50% throughtout fatigue process.  An available method 
derived from a notion of the serviceable limit state in viewpoint about deflection is proposed and a period of extended 
life in strengthened slab is numerically compared with original term in damaged slab as an example of actual slab in a 
certain highway bridge. 
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